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Fig. 2.A simplified flowchart of the online analysis with approx-
imate time requirements for each stage. Data and information
on data quality were generated at the Hanford, Livingston, and
Virgo interferometers (H1, L1, and V1) and copied to central-
ized computer centers. The online event trigger generators pro-
duced coincident triggers which were written into the GraCEDb
archive. The LUMIN and GEM algorithms selected statistically
significant triggers from the archive and chose pointing loca-
tions. Significant triggers generated alerts, and were validated
manually. If no obvious problem was found, the trigger’s esti-
mated coordinates were sent to telescopes for potential follow-
up.

4.1. Trigger Generation

Sending GW triggers to observatories with less than an hour la-
tency represents a major shift from past LIGO/Virgo data anal-
yses, which were reported outside the collaboration at soonest
several months after the data collection. Reconstructing source
positions requires combining the data streams from the LIGO-
Virgo network using either fully coherent analysis or a coinci-
dence analysis of single-detector trigger times. A key step in la-
tency reduction was the rapid data replication process, in which
data from all three GW observatory sites were copied to several
computing centers within a minute of collection.

For the EM follow-up program, three independent GW de-
tection algorithms (trigger generators), ran promptly as data
became available, generating candidate triggers with latencies
between five and eight minutes. Omega Pipeline and coherent
WaveBurst (cWB), which are both described in Abadie et al.
(2010a), searched for transients (bursts) without assuming a spe-
cific waveform morphology. The Multi-Band Template Analysis
(MBTA) (Marion 2004), searched for signals from coalesc-
ing compact binaries. Triggers were ranked by their “detection
statistic”, a figure of merit for each analysis, known as !, !, and
"combined, respectively. The statistics ! for cWB and "combined for
MBTA are related to the amplitude SNR of the signal across
all interferometers while ! is related to the Bayesian likelihood
of a GW signal being present. Triggers with a detection statis-
tic above a nominal threshold, and occurring in times where all
three detectors were operating normally, were recorded in the
Gravitational-wave Candidate Event Database (GraCEDb).

The trigger generators also produced likelihood maps over
the sky (skymaps), indicating the location from which the signal
was most likely to have originated. A brief introduction to each
trigger generator is presented in Sects. 4.1.1 – 4.1.3.

4.1.1. Coherent WaveBurst

Coherent WaveBurst has been used in previous searches for GW
bursts, such as Abbott et al. (2009b) and Abadie et al. (2010a).

The algorithm performs a time-frequency analysis of data in the
wavelet domain. It coherently combines data from all detectors
to reconstruct the two GW polarization waveforms h+(t) and
h!(t) and the source coordinates on the sky. A statistic is con-
structed from the coherent terms of the maximum likelihood ra-
tio functional (Flanagan & Hughes 1998; Klimenko et al. 2005)
for each possible sky location, and is used to rank each lo-
cation in a grid that covers the sky (skymap). A detailed de-
scription of the likelihood analysis, the sky localization statistic
and the performance of the cWB algorithm is published else-
where (Klimenko et al. 2011).

The search was run in two configurations which di"er in
their assumptions about the GW signal. The “unconstrained”
search places minimal assumptions on the GW waveform, while
the “linear” search assumes the signal is dominated by a single
GW polarization state (Klimenko et al. 2011). While the uncon-
strained search is more general, and is the configuration that was
used in previous burst analyses, the linear search has been shown
to better estimate source positions for some classes of signals.
For the online analysis, the two searches were run in parallel.

4.1.2. Omega Pipeline

In the Omega Pipeline search (Abadie et al. 2010a), triggers
are first identified by performing a matched filter search with
a bank of basis waveforms which are approximately (co)sine-
Gaussians. The search assumes that a GW signal can be de-
composed into a small number of these basis waveforms.
Coincidence criteria are then applied, requiring a trigger with
consistent frequency in another interferometer within a physi-
cally consistent time window. A coherent Bayesian position re-
construction code (Searle et al. 2008, 2009) is then applied to
remaining candidates. The code performs Bayesian marginaliza-
tion over all parameters (time of arrival, amplitude and polariza-
tion) other than direction. This results in a skymap providing the
probability that a signal arrived at any time, with any amplitude
and polarization, as a function of direction. Further marginaliza-
tion is performed over this entire probability skymap to arrive at
a single number, the estimated probability that a signal arrived
from any direction. The! statistic is constructed from this num-
ber and other trigger properties.

4.1.3. MBTA

The Multi-Band Template Analysis (MBTA) is a low-latency
implementation of the matched filter search that is typically used
to search for compact binary inspirals (Marion 2004; Buskulic
2010). In contrast to burst searches which do not assume any
particular waveform morphology,MBTA specifically targets the
waveforms expected from NS-NS, NS-BH and BH-BH inspi-
rals. In this way it provides complementary coverage to the burst
searches described above.

The search uses templates computed from a second order
post-Newtonian approximation for the phase evolution of the
signal, with component masses in the range 1–34M" and a total
mass of < 35M". However, triggers generated from templates
with both componentmasses larger than the plausible limit of the
NS mass—conservatively taken to be 3.5M" for this check—
were not considered for EM follow-up, since the optical emis-
sion is thought to be associated with the merger of two neutron
stars or with the disruption of a neutron star by a stellar-mass
black hole.
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Fig. 6. Success rates for the tile selection process based on unconstrained cWB (left), Omega (right), and MBTA (bottom) skymaps.
An injection recovered with the detection statistic shown on the horizontal axis is considered a success if the correct source location
is included in one of the chosen tiles. Typical thresholds for follow-up are!=3.0, !=3.5, and "combined=10. Each tile is 1.85

!"1.85!,
the FOV of both the ROTSE and TAROT telescopes. Statistical uncertainties are small with respect to the markers.

sients in the observed fields can be understood and controlled,
then the addition of EM data can e"ectively increase the search
sensitivity to very weak GW signals. For occasional strong GW
signals, the plots suggest that only a few pointings of a telescope
are enough to image the true location with better than 50% e#-
ciency.

6.3. Calibration Uncertainty

Uncertainty in the calibration of GW detectors may impact the
ability to correctly choose the right fields to observe with EM
instruments. To estimate the potential detriment to pointing, we
generated a second set of simulated burst signals, with each sig-
nal including some level of miscalibration corresponding to re-
alistic calibration errors. Before being added to detector noise,
each astrophysical signal was scaled in amplitude by a factor be-
tween 0.85 and 1.15, and shifted in time by between #150 and
150 µs. The exact amplitude and time “jitter” were randomly
selected from flat distributions for each signal entering each de-
tector. The bounds of the distribution of values for the timing and
amplitude jitter were chosen to match preliminary estimates for
the LIGO and Virgo calibration error budgets around 150 Hz for
the 2009–2010 run. Well above this frequency, the actual timing

errors are likely less than this model; the simulation is conserva-
tive in this sense.

Some of the results of this simulation, with the cWB algo-
rithm, may be seen in Fig. 8. The success rate is shown for the
entire pipeline, assuming one pointing of a 1.85! " 1.85! FOV,
three pointings of the QUEST FOV, and five pointings of a Swift
FOV. The curves are shown both with and without the e"ects
of calibration uncertainty. For the low SNR signals that are the
most likely for first detections, ! ! 10, the e#ciency is within
a few percent with and without the calibration uncertainty. This
is expected, since at low signal to noise ratio, timing uncertainty
from detector noise is larger than timing uncertainty due to cali-
bration (Fairhurst 2009). However, for louder signals, the ability
to correctly choose the right sky location is seen to be modestly
impacted by the accuracy of the calibration.

7. Summary

Mergers of compact binary systems containing neutron stars, as
well as some other energetic astrophysical events, are expected
to emit observable transients in both the gravitational wave and
electromagnetic channels. Observing populations of joint signals
would likely reveal many details of the GW sources, and could
even constrain cosmological models.
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of the event (Phinney 2009; Mandel & O’Shaughnessy
2010), for example an association with specific stellar
populations (e.g., Fong et al. 2010).
Motivated by the importance of EM detections, in this

paper we address the critical question: What is the most
promising EM counterpart of a compact object binary
merger? The answer of course depends on the definition
of “most promising”. In our view, a promising coun-
terpart should exhibit four Cardinal Virtues, namely it
should:

1. Be detectable with present or upcoming telescope
facilities, provided a reasonable allocation of re-
sources.

2. Accompany a high fraction of GW events.

3. Be unambiguously identifiable (a “smoking gun”),
such that it can be distinguished from other astro-
physical transients.

4. Allow for a determination of ! arcsecond sky posi-
tions.

Virtue #1 is necessary to ensure that e!ective EM
searches indeed take place for a substantial number of
GW triggers. Virtue #2 is important because a large
number of events may be necessary to build up statis-
tical samples, particularly if GW detections are rare; in
this context, ALIGO/Virgo is predicted to detect NS-
NS mergers at a rate ranging from ! 0.4 to ! 400 yr!1,
with a “best-bet” rate of ! 40 yr!1 (Abadie et al. 2010b;
cf. Kopparapu et al. 2008), while the best-bet rate for
detection of NS-BH mergers is ! 10 yr!1. Virtue #3 is
necessary to make the association with high confidence
and hence to avoid contamination from more common
transient sources (e.g., supernovae). Finally, Virtue #4
is essential to identifying the host galaxy and hence the
redshift, as well as other relevant properties (e.g., asso-
ciation with specific stellar populations).
It is important to distinguish two general strategies

for connecting EM and GW events. One approach is to
search for a GW signal following an EM trigger, either in
real time or at a post-processing stage (e.g., Finn et al.
1999; Mohanty et al. 2004). This is particularly promis-
ing for counterparts predicted to occur in temporal co-
incidence with the GW chirp, such as short-duration
gamma-ray bursts (SGRBs). Unfortunately, most other
promising counterparts (none of which have yet been in-
dependently identified) occur hours to months after co-
alescence6. Thus, the predicted arrival time of the GW
signal will remain uncertain, in which case the additional
sensitivity gained from this information is significantly
reduced. For instance, if the time of merger is known
only to within an uncertainty of ! hours(weeks), as we
will show is the case for optical(radio) counterparts, then
the number of trial GW templates that must be searched
is larger by a factor ! 104 " 106 than if the merger time
is known to within seconds, as in the case of SGRBs.

6 Predicted EM counterparts that may instead precede the
GW signal include emission powered by the magnetosphere of the
NS (e.g. Hansen & Lyutikov 2001; McWilliams & Levin 2011), or
cracking of the NS crust due to tidal interactions (e.g. Troja et al.
2010), during the final inspiral. However, given the current uncer-
tainties in these models, we do not discuss them further.
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Fig. 1.— Summary of potential electromagnetic counterparts
of NS-NS/NS-BH mergers discussed in this paper, as a function
of the observer angle, !obs. Following the merger a centrifugally
supported disk (blue) remains around the central compact object
(usually a BH). Rapid accretion lasting ! 1 s powers a collimated
relativistic jet, which produces a short-duration gamma-ray burst
(§2). Due to relativistic beaming, the gamma-ray emission is re-
stricted to observers with !obs ! !j , the half-opening angle of the
jet. Non-thermal afterglow emission results from the interaction of
the jet with the surrounding circumburst medium (red). Optical af-
terglow emission is observable on timescales up to! days"weeks by
observers with viewing angles of !obs ! 2!j (§3.1). Radio afterglow
emission is observable from all viewing angles (isotropic) once the
jet decelerates to mildly relativistic speeds on a timescale of weeks-
months, and can also be produced on timescales of years from sub-
relativistic ejecta (§3.2). Short-lived isotropic optical emission last-
ing ! few days (kilonova; yellow) can also accompany the merger,
powered by the radioactive decay of heavy elements synthesized in
the ejecta (§4).

A second approach, which is the primary focus of
this paper, is EM follow-up of GW triggers. A poten-
tial advantage in this case is that counterpart searches
are restricted to the nearby universe, as determined by
the ALIGO/Virgo sensitivity range (redshift z ! 0.05"
0.1). On the other hand, a significant challenge are the
large error regions, which are estimated to be tens of
square degrees even for optimistic configurations of GW
detectors (e.g., Gürsel & Tinto 1989; Fairhurst 2009;
Wen & Chen 2010; Nissanke et al. 2011). Although it
has been argued that this di"culty may be alleviated
if the search is restricted to galaxies within 200 Mpc
(Nuttall & Sutton 2010), we stress that the number of
galaxies with L " 0.1L" (typical of SGRB host galax-
ies; Berger 2009, 2011b) within an expected GW error
region is ! 400, large enough to negate this advantage
for most search strategies. In principle the number of
candidate galaxies could be reduced if the distance can
be constrained from the GW signal; however, distance
estimates for individual events are rather uncertain, es-
pecially at that low SNRs that will characterize most de-
tections (Nissanke et al. 2010). Moreover, current galaxy
catalogs are incomplete within the ALIGO/Virgo volume
(e.g. Kulkarni & Kasliwal 2009), especially at lower lu-
minosities. Finally, some mergers may also occur outside
of their host galaxies (Berger 2010a; Kelley et al. 2010).
At the present there are no optical or radio facilities

that can provide all-sky coverage at a cadence and depth
matched to the expected light curves of EM counter-
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Fig. 3.— Optical rest-frame luminosity of existing SGRB afterglows (detections=red squares; upper limits=blue triangles; Berger 2010a;
Fong et al. 2011a). Solid lines are afterglow models from van Eerten & MacFadyen (2011) (see also van Eerten et al. 2010), calculated for
on-axis observers (!obs = !j = 0.2) for a range of jet energies (Ej) and circumburst densities (n). The existing afterglows define an upper

bound on a figure of merit, FOMopt,on ! E
4/3
j,50 n

1/2
0 ! 0.1. Also shown are a range of plausible kilonova models (gray shading). The 5"

limiting magnitudes of various wide-field telescopes are marked by dashed lines; for PTF and Pan-STARRS we assume a maximum of 0.5
hr per pointing to cover a typical GW error region with a 1-day cadence, while for LSST we show both the normal survey depth and the
depth for 0.5 hr exposures.

Fig. 4.— Same as Figure 3 but for o!-axis observers with
!obs " 2!j . The kilonova emission (gray shading) is isotropic and
hence remains unchanged for both on- and o!-axis observers. The
range of existing SGRB optical afterglows, covered by the yellow,
green, and brown lines, indicates that observations with LSST are
essential.

ure 7 where we plot contours of detection fraction in 3
and 5 epochs as a function of depth and cadence. We
find that in the case of Ej ! 1050 erg, the standard
LSST cadence and depth are su!cient for multiple de-
tections. However, for lower energies (which may be typ-

Fig. 5.— Same as Figure 4 but for o!-axis observers with !obs "
4!j . The kilonova emission (gray shading) is isotropic and hence
remains unchanged for both on- and o!-axis observers. The range
of existing SGRB optical afterglows, covered by the yellow, green,
and brown lines (well below the limit of the plot), indicates that no
existing or future telescope will be able to detect optical emission
at such large o!-axis angles.

ical of most SGRBs), a faster cadence and greater depth
(! 26.5 mag) are required for multiple detections. To
achieve a detection fraction of 50% in 3(5) epochs for the
case of !obs = 2!j requires a depth of at least 23.5(26)
mag for a 1-day cadence.

Gravitational waves: start 
before γ ray burst

Motivation: gravitational waves, GRBs, and 
compact binary coalescence
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3. Be unambiguously identifiable (a “smoking gun”),
such that it can be distinguished from other astro-
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4. Allow for a determination of ! arcsecond sky posi-
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Virtue #1 is necessary to ensure that e!ective EM
searches indeed take place for a substantial number of
GW triggers. Virtue #2 is important because a large
number of events may be necessary to build up statis-
tical samples, particularly if GW detections are rare; in
this context, ALIGO/Virgo is predicted to detect NS-
NS mergers at a rate ranging from ! 0.4 to ! 400 yr!1,
with a “best-bet” rate of ! 40 yr!1 (Abadie et al. 2010b;
cf. Kopparapu et al. 2008), while the best-bet rate for
detection of NS-BH mergers is ! 10 yr!1. Virtue #3 is
necessary to make the association with high confidence
and hence to avoid contamination from more common
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is essential to identifying the host galaxy and hence the
redshift, as well as other relevant properties (e.g., asso-
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real time or at a post-processing stage (e.g., Finn et al.
1999; Mohanty et al. 2004). This is particularly promis-
ing for counterparts predicted to occur in temporal co-
incidence with the GW chirp, such as short-duration
gamma-ray bursts (SGRBs). Unfortunately, most other
promising counterparts (none of which have yet been in-
dependently identified) occur hours to months after co-
alescence6. Thus, the predicted arrival time of the GW
signal will remain uncertain, in which case the additional
sensitivity gained from this information is significantly
reduced. For instance, if the time of merger is known
only to within an uncertainty of ! hours(weeks), as we
will show is the case for optical(radio) counterparts, then
the number of trial GW templates that must be searched
is larger by a factor ! 104 " 106 than if the merger time
is known to within seconds, as in the case of SGRBs.

6 Predicted EM counterparts that may instead precede the
GW signal include emission powered by the magnetosphere of the
NS (e.g. Hansen & Lyutikov 2001; McWilliams & Levin 2011), or
cracking of the NS crust due to tidal interactions (e.g. Troja et al.
2010), during the final inspiral. However, given the current uncer-
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Fig. 3.— Optical rest-frame luminosity of existing SGRB afterglows (detections=red squares; upper limits=blue triangles; Berger 2010a;
Fong et al. 2011a). Solid lines are afterglow models from van Eerten & MacFadyen (2011) (see also van Eerten et al. 2010), calculated for
on-axis observers (!obs = !j = 0.2) for a range of jet energies (Ej) and circumburst densities (n). The existing afterglows define an upper
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limiting magnitudes of various wide-field telescopes are marked by dashed lines; for PTF and Pan-STARRS we assume a maximum of 0.5
hr per pointing to cover a typical GW error region with a 1-day cadence, while for LSST we show both the normal survey depth and the
depth for 0.5 hr exposures.

Fig. 4.— Same as Figure 3 but for o!-axis observers with
!obs " 2!j . The kilonova emission (gray shading) is isotropic and
hence remains unchanged for both on- and o!-axis observers. The
range of existing SGRB optical afterglows, covered by the yellow,
green, and brown lines, indicates that observations with LSST are
essential.

ure 7 where we plot contours of detection fraction in 3
and 5 epochs as a function of depth and cadence. We
find that in the case of Ej ! 1050 erg, the standard
LSST cadence and depth are su!cient for multiple de-
tections. However, for lower energies (which may be typ-

Fig. 5.— Same as Figure 4 but for o!-axis observers with !obs "
4!j . The kilonova emission (gray shading) is isotropic and hence
remains unchanged for both on- and o!-axis observers. The range
of existing SGRB optical afterglows, covered by the yellow, green,
and brown lines (well below the limit of the plot), indicates that no
existing or future telescope will be able to detect optical emission
at such large o!-axis angles.

ical of most SGRBs), a faster cadence and greater depth
(! 26.5 mag) are required for multiple detections. To
achieve a detection fraction of 50% in 3(5) epochs for the
case of !obs = 2!j requires a depth of at least 23.5(26)
mag for a 1-day cadence.
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ABSTRACTThe final inspiral of double neutron star and neutron-star–black-hole binaries are likely to be detected by advanced
networks of ground-based gravitational wave (GW) interferometers. Maximizing the science returns from such a
discovery will require the identification of an electromagnetic counterpart. Here we critically evaluate and compare
several possible counterparts, including short-duration gamma-ray bursts (SGRBs), “orphan” optical and radio
afterglows, and day-long optical transients powered by the radioactive decay of heavy nuclei synthesized in the
merger ejecta (“kilonovae”). We assess the promise of each counterpart in terms of four “Cardinal Virtues”:
detectability, high fraction, identifiability, and positional accuracy. Taking into account the search strategy for
typical error regions of tens of square degrees, we conclude that SGRBs are the most useful to confirm the cosmic
origin of a few GW events, and to test the association with neutron star mergers. However, for the more ambitious
goal of localizing and obtaining redshifts for a large sample of GW events, kilonovae are instead preferred. Off-axis
optical afterglows are detectable for at most tens of percent of events, while radio afterglows are promising only for
energetic relativistic ejecta in a high-density medium. Our main recommendations are: (1) an all-sky gamma-ray
satellite is essential for temporal coincidence detections, and for GW searches of gamma-ray-triggered events; (2)
the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope should adopt a one-day cadence follow-up strategy, ideally with 0.5 hr per
pointing to cover GW error regions; and (3) radio searches should focus on the relativistic case, which requires
observations for a few months.
Key words: gamma-ray burst: general – gravitational waves – stars: neutron – surveysOnline-only material: color figures

1. INTRODUCTION
The first direct detection of gravitational waves (GWs) isanticipated within the decade once the ground-based interfer-ometers LIGO4 (Abramovici et al. 1992; Abbott et al. 2009)and Virgo5 (Caron et al. 1999; Acernese et al. 2009) are up-graded to “advanced” sensitivity (hereafter ALIGO/Virgo). TheLarge Scale Cryogenic Gravitational Wave Telescope (LCGT;Kuroda & LCGT Collaboration 2010) is under construction inJapan and is anticipated to join ALIGO/Virgo by about 2018.The most promising astrophysical GW sources in the frequencyrange of these detectors are the inspiral and coalescence of com-pact object binaries with neutron star (NS) and/or black hole(BH) constituents. Although this accomplishment will stand onits own merits, optimizing the science returns from a GW de-tection will require the identification and study of coincidentelectromagnetic (EM) counterparts (e.g., Schutz 1986, 2002;Sylvestre 2003; Stubbs 2008; Phinney 2009; Stamatikos et al.2009; Bloom et al. 2009). This is important for several rea-sons, including lifting degeneracies associated with the inferredbinary parameters (Hughes & Holz 2003); reducing the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) for a confident GW detection (Kochanek& Piran 1993; Dalal et al. 2006; Harry & Fairhurst 2011); andidentifying the merger redshift, thereby setting the energy scaleand allowing an independent measurement of the Hubble con-stant or other cosmological parameters (e.g., Krolak & Schutz1987; Chernoff & Finn 1993; Holz & Hughes 2005; Deffayet& Menou 2007; Nissanke et al. 2010). The potential wealth of

3 NASA Einstein Fellow.4 http://www.ligo.caltech.edu5 http://www.virgo.infn.it

complementary information encoded in the EM signal is like-wise essential to fully unraveling the astrophysical context ofthe event (Phinney 2009; Mandel & O’Shaughnessy 2010), forexample, an association with specific stellar populations (e.g.,Fong et al. 2010).
Motivated by the importance of EM detections, in this paperwe address the critical question: What is the most promising EMcounterpart of a compact object binary merger? The answerof course depends on the definition of “most promising.” Inour view, a promising counterpart should exhibit four CardinalVirtues, namely, it should:

1. Be detectable with present or upcoming telescope facilities,provided a reasonable allocation of resources.2. Accompany a high fraction of GW events.3. Be unambiguously identifiable (a “smoking gun”), such thatit can be distinguished from other astrophysical transientsand confidently associated with a particular GW event.4. Allow for a determination of "arcsecond sky positions.Virtue 1 is necessary to ensure that effective EM searchesindeed take place for a substantial number of GW triggers.Virtue 2 is important because a large number of events maybe necessary to build up statistical samples, particularly if GWdetections are rare; in this context, ALIGO/Virgo is predictedto detect NS–NS mergers at a rate ranging from "0.4 to"400 yr#1, with a “best-bet” rate of "40 yr#1 (Abadie et al.2010a; cf. Kopparapu et al. 2008), while the best-bet rate fordetection of NS–BH mergers is "10 yr#1. Virtue 3 is necessaryto make the association with high confidence and hence toavoid contamination from more common transient sources (e.g.,supernovae). Finally, Virtue 4 is essential to identifying the hostgalaxy as well as other relevant properties (e.g., association
1
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Figure 1. Expected number of NS–NS sources that could be detectable by
Advanced LIGO a given number of seconds before coalescence. The heavy
solid line corresponds to the most probable yearly rate estimate from Abadie
et al. (2010a). The shaded region represents the 5%–95% confidence interval
arising from substantial uncertainty in predicted event rates.

and µ is the reduced mass. The expected value of the single-
detector S/N for an optimally oriented (source at detector’s
zenith or nadir, orbital plane face-on) inspiral source is (Abadie
et al. 2010a)

! = M5/6
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where D is the luminosity distance and S(f ) is the one-sided
power spectral density of the detector noise. flow and fhigh are
low- and high-frequency limits of integration which may be
chosen to extend across the entire bandwidth of the detector.
If we want to trigger at a time t before merger, then we must
cut off the S/N integration at fhigh = f (t) with f (t) given by
Equation (1) above.

Figure 1 shows projected early detectability rates for NS–NS
binaries in Advanced LIGO assuming the anticipated detector
sensitivity for the “zero detuning, high power” configuration de-
scribed in Shoemaker (2010) and NS–NS merger rates estimated
in Abadie et al. (2010a). The merger rates have substantial mea-
surement uncertainty due to the small sample of known double
pulsar systems that will merge within a Hubble time; they also
have systematic uncertainty due to sensitive dependence on the
pulsar luminosity distribution function (Kalogera et al. 2004).
The most probable estimates indicate that at a single-detector
S/N threshold of 8, we will observe a total of 40 events yr!1;
"10 yr!1 will be detectable within 10 s of merger and "5 yr!1

will be detectable within 25 s of merger if analysis can proceed
with near zero latency.

We emphasize that any practical GW search will include
technical delays due to light travel time between the detectors,
detector infrastructure, and the selected data analysis strategy.
Figure 1 must be understood in the context of all of the potential
sources of latency, some of which are avoidable and some of
which are not.

EM follow-up requires estimating the location of the GW
source. The localization uncertainty can be estimated from
the uncertainty in the time of arrival of the GWs, which
is determined by the signal’s effective bandwidth and S/N
(Fairhurst 2009). Table 1 and Figure 2 show the estimated 90%
confidence area versus time of the loudest coalescence events

Figure 2. Area of the 90% confidence region as a function of time before
coalescence for sources with anticipated detectability rates of 40, 10, 1, and
0.1 yr!1. The heavy dot indicates the time at which the accumulated S/N
exceeds a single-detector threshold of 8.

Table 1
Horizon Distance, S/N at Merger, and Area of 90% Confidence at Selected

Times Before Merger for Sources with Expected Detectability
Rates of 40, 10, 1, and 0.1 yr!1

Rate Horizon Final A(90%) (deg2)

(yr!1) (Mpc) S/N 25 s 10 s 1 s 0 s

40 445 8.0 — — — 9.6
10 280 12.7 — 1200 78 3.8
1 130 27.4 1300 260 17 0.8
0.1 60 58.9 280 56 3.6 0.2

Notes. A dash (—) signifies that the confidence area is omitted because at the
indicated time the S/N would not have crossed the detection threshold of 8.

detectable by Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo. This is
the minimum area; localization is best at high elevation from
the plane containing the detectors and worst at zero elevation.
Fairhurst also cautions that his Fisher matrix calculation fails
to capture disconnected patches of probability, which occur
prominently in networks of three detectors where there are
generally two local maxima on opposite sides of the plane of
the detectors. Aside from the mirror degeneracy, characterizing
the uncertainty region by the Fisher matrix alone tends to
overestimate, rather than underestimate, the area for low-S/N
events, but this effect is generally more than compensated by
the source being in an unfavorable sky location. For these
reasons, the localization uncertainty estimated from timing is
highly optimistic and will only suffice for an order-of-magnitude
estimate. Once per year, we expect to observe an event with
a final single-detector S/N of #27 whose location can be
constrained to about 1300 deg2 (3.1% of the sky) within 25 s of
merger, 260 deg2 (0.63% of the sky) within 10 s of merger, and
0.82 deg2 (0.0020% of the sky) at merger.

It is unfeasible to search hundreds of square degrees for a
prompt counterpart. For comparison to some examples of mod-
ern ground-based wide-field survey instruments, the Palomar
Transient Factory P48 (Law et al. 2009) has a 3.50 $ 2.31 deg2

FOV; the Pan-STARRS P1 (Kaiser et al. 2002) has a 7 deg2 FOV.
Even the eagerly awaited LSST will have an FOV of 9.6 deg2

(Ivezic et al. 2008). However, it is possible to reduce the local-
ization uncertainty by only looking at galaxies from a catalog
that lie near the sky location and luminosity distance estimate

3
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Figure 1. Expected number of NS–NS sources that could be detectable by
Advanced LIGO a given number of seconds before coalescence. The heavy
solid line corresponds to the most probable yearly rate estimate from Abadie
et al. (2010a). The shaded region represents the 5%–95% confidence interval
arising from substantial uncertainty in predicted event rates.
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where D is the luminosity distance and S(f ) is the one-sided
power spectral density of the detector noise. flow and fhigh are
low- and high-frequency limits of integration which may be
chosen to extend across the entire bandwidth of the detector.
If we want to trigger at a time t before merger, then we must
cut off the S/N integration at fhigh = f (t) with f (t) given by
Equation (1) above.

Figure 1 shows projected early detectability rates for NS–NS
binaries in Advanced LIGO assuming the anticipated detector
sensitivity for the “zero detuning, high power” configuration de-
scribed in Shoemaker (2010) and NS–NS merger rates estimated
in Abadie et al. (2010a). The merger rates have substantial mea-
surement uncertainty due to the small sample of known double
pulsar systems that will merge within a Hubble time; they also
have systematic uncertainty due to sensitive dependence on the
pulsar luminosity distribution function (Kalogera et al. 2004).
The most probable estimates indicate that at a single-detector
S/N threshold of 8, we will observe a total of 40 events yr!1;
"10 yr!1 will be detectable within 10 s of merger and "5 yr!1

will be detectable within 25 s of merger if analysis can proceed
with near zero latency.

We emphasize that any practical GW search will include
technical delays due to light travel time between the detectors,
detector infrastructure, and the selected data analysis strategy.
Figure 1 must be understood in the context of all of the potential
sources of latency, some of which are avoidable and some of
which are not.

EM follow-up requires estimating the location of the GW
source. The localization uncertainty can be estimated from
the uncertainty in the time of arrival of the GWs, which
is determined by the signal’s effective bandwidth and S/N
(Fairhurst 2009). Table 1 and Figure 2 show the estimated 90%
confidence area versus time of the loudest coalescence events

Figure 2. Area of the 90% confidence region as a function of time before
coalescence for sources with anticipated detectability rates of 40, 10, 1, and
0.1 yr!1. The heavy dot indicates the time at which the accumulated S/N
exceeds a single-detector threshold of 8.
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Horizon Distance, S/N at Merger, and Area of 90% Confidence at Selected

Times Before Merger for Sources with Expected Detectability
Rates of 40, 10, 1, and 0.1 yr!1

Rate Horizon Final A(90%) (deg2)

(yr!1) (Mpc) S/N 25 s 10 s 1 s 0 s

40 445 8.0 — — — 9.6
10 280 12.7 — 1200 78 3.8
1 130 27.4 1300 260 17 0.8
0.1 60 58.9 280 56 3.6 0.2

Notes. A dash (—) signifies that the confidence area is omitted because at the
indicated time the S/N would not have crossed the detection threshold of 8.

detectable by Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo. This is
the minimum area; localization is best at high elevation from
the plane containing the detectors and worst at zero elevation.
Fairhurst also cautions that his Fisher matrix calculation fails
to capture disconnected patches of probability, which occur
prominently in networks of three detectors where there are
generally two local maxima on opposite sides of the plane of
the detectors. Aside from the mirror degeneracy, characterizing
the uncertainty region by the Fisher matrix alone tends to
overestimate, rather than underestimate, the area for low-S/N
events, but this effect is generally more than compensated by
the source being in an unfavorable sky location. For these
reasons, the localization uncertainty estimated from timing is
highly optimistic and will only suffice for an order-of-magnitude
estimate. Once per year, we expect to observe an event with
a final single-detector S/N of #27 whose location can be
constrained to about 1300 deg2 (3.1% of the sky) within 25 s of
merger, 260 deg2 (0.63% of the sky) within 10 s of merger, and
0.82 deg2 (0.0020% of the sky) at merger.

It is unfeasible to search hundreds of square degrees for a
prompt counterpart. For comparison to some examples of mod-
ern ground-based wide-field survey instruments, the Palomar
Transient Factory P48 (Law et al. 2009) has a 3.50 $ 2.31 deg2

FOV; the Pan-STARRS P1 (Kaiser et al. 2002) has a 7 deg2 FOV.
Even the eagerly awaited LSST will have an FOV of 9.6 deg2

(Ivezic et al. 2008). However, it is possible to reduce the local-
ization uncertainty by only looking at galaxies from a catalog
that lie near the sky location and luminosity distance estimate
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ABSTRACT

Rapid detection of compact binary coalescence (CBC) with a network of advanced gravitational-wave detectors
will offer a unique opportunity for multi-messenger astronomy. Prompt detection alerts for the astronomical
community might make it possible to observe the onset of electromagnetic emission from CBC. We demonstrate a
computationally practical filtering strategy that could produce early-warning triggers before gravitational radiation
from the final merger has arrived at the detectors.

Key words: gamma-ray burst: general – gravitational waves – methods: data analysis – methods: numerical

1. INTRODUCTION

As a compact binary system loses energy to gravitational
waves (GWs), its orbital separation decays, leading to a runaway
inspiral with the GW amplitude and frequency increasing until
the system eventually merges. If a neutron star (NS) is involved,
it might become tidally disrupted near the merger and fuel
an electromagnetic (EM) counterpart (Shibata & Taniguchi
2008). Effort from both the GW and the broader astronomical
communities might make it possible to use GW observations as
early-warning triggers for EM follow-up. In the first generation
of ground-based laser interferometers, the GW community
initiated a project to send alerts when potential GW transients
were observed in order to trigger follow-up observations by
EM telescopes. The typical latencies were 30 minutes (Hughey
2011). This was an important achievement, but too late to catch
any prompt optical flash or the onset of an on-axis optical
afterglow. Since the GW signal is in principle detectable even
before the tidal disruption, one might have the ambition of
reporting GW candidates not minutes after the merger, but
seconds before. We explore one essential ingredient of this
problem, a computationally inexpensive latency-free, real-time
filtering algorithm for detecting inspiral signals in GW data.
We also consider the prospects for advanced GW detectors and
discuss other areas of work that would be required for rapid
analysis.

Compact binary coalescence (CBC) is a plausible progenitor
for most short gamma-ray bursts (short GRBs; Lee et al. 2005;
Nakar 2007), but the association is not iron-clad (Virgili et al.
2011). The tidally disrupted material falls onto the newly
formed, rapidly spinning compact object and is accelerated
in jets along the spin axis with a timescale of 0.1–1 s after
the merger (Janka et al. 1999), matching the short GRB
duration distribution well. Prompt EM emission including the
GRB can arise as fast outflowing matter collides with slower

matter ejected earlier in inner shocks. The same inner shocks,
or potentially reverse shocks, can produce an accompanying
optical flash (Sari & Piran 1999). The prompt emission is a
probe into the extreme initial conditions of the outflow, in
contrast with afterglows, which arise in the external shock
with the local medium and are relatively insensitive to initial
conditions. Optical flashes have been observed for a handful of
long GRBs (Atteia & Boër 2011) by telescopes with extremely
rapid response or, in the case of GRB 080319b, by pure
serendipity, where several telescopes were already observing
the afterglow of another GRB in the same field of view (FOV;
Racusin et al. 2008). The observed optical flashes peaked within
tens of seconds and decayed quickly. For short GRB energy
balance and plasma density, however, the reverse shock model
predicts a peak flux in radio, approximately 20 minutes after the
GRB, but also a relatively faint optical flash (Nakar 2007); for
a once-per-year Advanced LIGO event at 130 Mpc, the radio
flux will peak around 9 GHz at "5 mJy, with emission in the
R band at "19 mag. Interestingly, roughly a quarter to half of
the observed short GRBs also exhibit extended X-ray emission
of 30–100 s in duration beginning "10 s after the GRB and
carrying comparable fluence to the initial outburst. This can
be explained if the merger results in the formation of a proto-
magnetar that interacts with ejecta (Bucciantini et al. 2012).
Rapid GW alerts would enable joint EM and GW observations
to confirm the short GRB–CBC link and allow the early EM
observation of exceptionally nearby and thus bright events.

In 2010 October, LIGO12 completed its sixth science run
(S6) and Virgo13 completed its third science run (VSR3). While
both LIGO detectors and Virgo were operating, several all-sky
detection pipelines operated in a low-latency configuration to
send astronomical alerts, namely, Coherent WaveBurst (cWB),

12 http://www.ligo.org/
13 http://www.ego-gw.it/
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Triangulation from time delay 
on arrival with ≥2 detectors

• 2 detectors: source location 
constrained to a ring on the sky

• With 3+ detectors, source 
location is constrained to two 
blobs in mirroring locations

• Accuracy highly dependent on 
elevation plane of detectors, 
antenna patterns
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whereD is the distance between the two detectors, in is the
angle between the 2-detector baseline and wave direction.
The error bar is about a factor of 3 better for the LIGO-
Virgo baseline. For a 3-detector network,
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where AN is the triangular area formed by the three detec-
tor sites in the detector network. We adopted AN &
1017 cm2 for the LIGO-Virgo network. in is the angle
between the wave direction and the plane formed by the
three detectors.

We also apply Eq. (51) to the ground-based observations
of monochromatic GWs, e.g., from pulsars. For a typical
observation time longer than minutes, the angular resolu-
tion is determined by the area of the virtual network
formed by the detectors’ Earth-Sun motion which domi-
nates over the area formed by Earth’s self-rotation. The
‘‘best-case’’ scenario for observations of minutes ' T '
months is
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For longer observations, our approximation of monochro-
matic wave is most likely no longer valid as higher-order
derivatives of frequencies generally must be considered
(e.g. Ref. [26]).

The angular resolution for a monochromatic source with
detectors on the Earth-Sun orbit can also be written using
Eq. (52) for long observations, e.g., more than a year’s
observation using the future space detector LISA at its low
frequency range,
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Our result is consistent with a simple estimation using the
diffraction limit [36] but is a factor of a few smaller than
the results in Ref. [21] probably because our result repre-
sents the best-case scenario where we assume perfectly
known waveforms.

We show in Figs. 1–7 sky maps and statistical behavior
of the error ellipse of angular parameters derived for short
signals in Eqs. (41) for the existing three detector network
of LIGO and Virgo and for a possible 4-detector network in
the future. With the assumption of stationary Gaussian
noise, at 95% confidence level, the area of the error ellipse

!"0:95 # 2:5!"s: (58)

Figure 1 shows an all-sky map of the error ellipses in the
best-case scenario calculated from Eq. (28) for the LIGO-
Virgo 3-detector network at the advanced configuration to
detect model GWs from the bar-mode instability of super-
nova (the U11 model as it is from Ref. [37]). The duration
of the wave is about 20 ms with central frequency around
600 Hz. Similar results are obtained if we use more so-
phisticated waveforms from Ref. [38]. The GWs are in-
jected uniformly in 270 sky directions at a given time. The
distances to the source are adjusted so that the 3-detector
optimal network signal-to-noise ratio "N & 10. Figures 2
and 3 show the same all-sky maps if the planned GW
detector LCGT (C) or AIGO (A) is added. The noise
spectral density of all detectors are drawn from the design
sensitivity for the Advanced LIGO detectors [39] (with
zero-detuning of the signal recycling mirror and high laser
power).
It is apparent that for the best-case scenario, the shapes

of error ellipses are determined by contours of equal light
arrival-time delays between detectors. With addition of a
new detector to the 3-detector network, there is a signifi-
cant improvement to the angular resolution due to longer
baselines and improved SNRs. Figure 1 shows that when
all detectors are in the northern hemisphere, the angular
resolution is relatively poor along the plane formed by
these detectors. Compared to LCGT, the location of

FIG. 1 (color online). All-sky map of error ellipses of angular
parameters at the 95% confidence calculated from Eq. (28) for
the 3-detector network of the Advanced LIGO detectors (L and
H) and the Advanced Virgo (V) to detect GWs from bar-
instability that center around 600 Hz for the best-case scenario
[see also Eqs. (41) and (42)]. These ellipses were calculated at a
fixed time for a fixed optimal network SNR "N & 10. Shown
also in the background are contours of light arrival-time delays
between detector pairs at a 2 ms interval for the L-H pair and
4 ms intervals for all other pairs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Several types of as
trophysical source

s are expected to b
e

detectable both in gravitational wav
es (GWs) and in con-

ventional electromagnetic (EM) wavelengths. For ex-

ample, long gamma-ray bursts have been conjectured to

originate from asymmetric core collapse
of massive stars,

and short gamma-ray bursts might be produced by the

coalescence of co
mpact binary objects containing

neutron

stars. Both of these could emit gravitational wa
ves in the

frequency band of ground-based laser interferometer GW

detectors (e.g., Re
f. [1]). Several lar

ge-scale interfero
met-

ric GW detectors have reached (or approached) t
heir de-

sign sensitivity, an
d are coordinating

to operate as a glo
bal

array. These include the LIGO detectors at Livingston,

Louisiana, and Ha
nford, Washington, US, the

Virgo detec-

tor in Pisa, Italy, the GEO 600 detector in Hannover,

Germany, and the TAMA 300 detector in Tokyo Japan.

Upgrades to existing detectors (Advanced LIGO and

Advanced Virgo) have been planned [2–4], while new

detectors (LCGT
in Japan [5] and AIGO in Australia [6])

are still being proposed. In case of a strong EM event,

follow-up searches for GW signals can be conducted in

archived data in the time window of the event (e.g.,

Ref. [7]). On the other hand, EM follow-ups to probable

GW events require a clear understanding of the angular

resolution of an array of GW detectors.

The angular resolution
of an individual GW detector,

arising from its antenna beam pattern, is rather
poor [8].

However, the large baselines of the current GW-detector

network facilitate better angular res
olution via triangula-

tion. Several loca
lization algorithms have been proposed

and the effect of arrival timing uncertainties as well as

amplitude information of GWs have been investigated [9–

19]. Quantitative
studies of the angular resolution of a

network of GW detectors have be
en conducted by several

authors, both for a ground-base
d detector network

and for

the future space GW detector LISA [20–23]. A standard

approach is to calc
ulate numerically the Fisher

information

matrix, which leads to a method-independen
t lower bound

on the statistical errors of estimated parameters (see a

review in Ref. [24]). On the other hand, ex
plicit analytical

expressions for th
e network angular resolution

are rare in

the literature large
ly because of the c

omplexity involved in

derivations.

Two approximate analytical exp
ressions for the an

gular

resolution can be found in the literature (summarized in

[25]) for a network of three GW detectors. One is an

elegant approxim
ate geometrical formula for 3 detectors

due to Thorne (as cited in Eq. (8.3) of Ref. [
9]): the solid

angle uncertainty
is

!" " 2c2!!12!!13

A cos"
; (1)

where c is the speed of light, !!12 and
!!13, are time-of-

arrival accuracy between pairs of detectors
, A is the area

formed by the three detectors, an
d " is the angle betwe

en

the source directio
n and the normal to the plane of t

he three

detectors. Howeve
r, the underlying assumptions and deri-

vation of this expression
are not available i

n the literature.

The dependence of angular resolution on the signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) was derived by Tinto in Ref. [9], by

expressing the abo
ve time-of-arrival accura

cy as a function

*lwen@cyllene.uwa.edu.a
u
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Area of 95% localization confidence:
≳10-100 deg2

• At high SNR, confidence 
level contours are 
ellipses

• At low SNR, confidence 
region is irregularly 
shaped, spans hundreds 
of deg2

The Astrophysical Journal, 739:99 (6pp), 2011 October 1 Nissanke et al.
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Figure 2. Sky localization for a low-SNR binary. Contour levels are as in Figure 1. In this example, the three-detector network finds multiple, widely separated islands
of high likelihood, offset from the true location. Additional detectors, however, can break underlying degeneracies. Furthermore, the binary’s sky error at 95% c.r.
increases slightly with the five-detector network compared to the four-detector (LAu) network, because in this particular instance, the noise realization is unfavorable
at LCGT.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

NS–NS coalescence rates per galaxy, and the number of galaxies
accessible within a given GW reach. The NS–NS coalescence
rate per galaxy is estimated either by extrapolating from the ob-
served sample of NS–NS binaries detected via pulsar measure-
ments or by using population-synthesis methods. Using Table II
with the associated low–realistic–high–maximum NS–NS coa-
lescence rates per galaxy8 and Equations (1) and (5) in Abadie
et al. (2010), we define our realistic detection rate of !65
NS–NS binaries per year. Corresponding low, high, and max-
imum detection rates are, respectively, 0.7, !660, and !2650
NS–NS binaries per year seen by the LIGO+Virgo+LAu+LCGT
network.

Turning to our results, we take a sample of 98 NS–NS binaries
detected by the full five-detector network, corresponding to
an observation time of !8 months based on our realistic rate
estimates. In Figure 3, we show the normalized cumulative
distribution of sky errors in square degrees for our sample.
We show distributions for subsets of systems detected by
different networks which are normalized to the full sample
illustrating the reduced number of detections. Table 1 illustrates
sky errors for 25%, 50%, and 75% of NS–NS binaries from
the sample detected by a particular network. Among notable
features: (1) the addition of detectors to the network, in particular
LAu, significantly reduces sky localization errors. We find that
50% of all detectable NS– NSs are localized at 95% confidence
8 Abadie et al. (2010) assign rate estimates to one of four categories as
detailed in their Section IV; when rate PDFs are available, realistic refers to the
mean of the PDF, low and high denote the 95% pessimistic and optimistic
confidence intervals, and maximum is the upper limit quoted in published
literature.
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Figure 3. Normalized cumulative distributions as a function of the sky-error
area (square degrees) of a sample of NS–NS binaries in Case I detection
scenario. Key: solid/dotted lines denote 68% and 95% c.r., respectively.
Black: LIGO+Virgo+LAu+LCGT network, green: LIGO+Virgo+LAu, red:
LIGO+Virgo+LCGT, and blue: LIGO+Virgo only.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

region to within 10–20 deg2 with any four- or five-detector
network including LAu, and to within 110 deg2 with only the
three LIGO+Virgo network. (2) The number of detected binaries
doubles as the number of detectors in a network increases from
three to five.
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ABSTRACT

The inspirals and mergers of compact binaries are among the most promising events for ground-based gravitational-

wave (GW) observatories. The detection of electromagnetic (EM) signals from these sources would provide

complementary information to the GW signal. It is therefore important to determine the ability of GW detectors to

localize compact binaries on the sky, so that they can be matched to their EM counterparts. We use Markov Chain

Monte Carlo techniques to study sky localization using networks of ground-based interferometers. Using a coherent-

network analysis, we find that the Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO)–Virgo network

can localize 50% of their detected neutron star binaries to better than 50 deg2 with a 95% confidence interval. The

addition of the Large Scale Cryogenic Gravitational Wave Telescope (LCGT) and LIGO-Australia improves this

to 12 deg2. Using a more conservative coincident detection threshold, we find that 50% of detected neutron star

binaries are localized to 13 deg2 using the LIGO–Virgo network, and to 3 deg2 using the LIGO–Virgo–LCGT–LIGO-

Australia network. Our findings suggest that the coordination of GW observatories and EM facilities offers great

promise.

Key words: gamma-ray burst: general – gravitational waves – stars: neutron – surveys

Online-only material: color figures

1. INTRODUCTION

The era of gravitational-wave (GW) astronomy is fast ap-

proaching. The advanced versions of the Laser Interferometer

Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO; Barish & Weiss 1999;

Sigg & the LIGO Scientific Collaboration 2008) and Virgo

(Accadia et al. 2011) are expected to make their first detec-

tions within the coming decade. Furthermore, construction has

begun on the Large Scale Cryogenic Gravitational Wave Tele-

scope (LCGT; Kuroda & the LCGT Collaboration 2010), and

an additional advanced detector in Western Australia (referred

to as LIGO-Australia or LAu in this work) is under serious

consideration (Barriga et al. 2010; Munch et al. 2011). Inspiral-

ing and merging compact-object binaries, composed of neutron

stars (NS) and/or stellar-mass black holes (BH), are promising

sources for these detectors. For an advanced LIGO–Virgo net-

work, predicted event rates for NS–NS binaries range from 0.4

to 400 year"1 (with 40 being the “realistic” number given in

Abadie et al. 2010) detectable to distances of several hundred

Mpc, and approximately similar numbers apply for NS–10 M#

BH binaries with detectable distances >1 Gpc. Nearly face-on

merging NS binaries are considered likely progenitors of short

hard ! -ray bursts (SHGRBs; e.g., Eichler et al. 1989). Metzger

et al. (2010) suggest that NS binary mergers, irrespective of

their orientation, may produce radioactive decay powered tran-

sients with absolute magnitude peak luminosities of MV = "15

in the optical at $ day timescales. Thus, joint GW and electro-

magnetic (EM) observations can constrain the physics of generic

NS binary mergers, the central engine and outflows of SHGRBs,

and cosmological parameters (see Dalal et al. 2006; Nissanke

et al. 2010, henceforth N10). GW events should, therefore, be

localized on the sky to sufficient accuracy to enable a match

with their EM counterparts. Henceforth, we use the terms “sky

localization” to refer to the measured sky position and its asso-

ciated error uncertainty, while “sky errors” applies only to area

estimates.
For the typical NS binary inspiral event, whose duration is

a few to tens of minutes in the detector frequency band, a

single interferometer has a broad antenna pattern, and hence

poor directional sensitivity. Two detectors restrict the sky

localization to a single ring. In a network of three or more

interferometers, relative arrival times of signals at each detector

allow for the reconstruction of the source’s sky location to

within a generally elliptical error area of 1–100 deg2. For

initial and advanced GW detector networks, previous studies

(Sylvestre 2004; Cavalier et al. 2006; Blair et al. 2008; Fairhurst

2009; Klimenko et al. 2011; Schutz 2011) have explored sky

errors for sources with both unmodeled (“burst”) and modeled

waveforms using analytically derived timing formulae and

Fisher-matrix methods. At high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR

>100) such methods are effective, providing lower bound error

ellipses centered on the true values of the parameters of interest.

However, the majority of sources for LIGO will be detected

near threshold (SNR $ 8). As discussed in N10 and Vallisneri

(2008), at “low” SNR ($20–100), parameter degeneracies can

lead to quantitative and qualitative errors in the Fisher-matrix

approximation of the posterior probability distribution functions

(PDFs) for source parameters. Since early GW detections will

likely be low-SNR, a full treatment of the sky localization will

be critical when matching the GW event to an EM counterpart

both (1) to ensure high-probability regions are not falsely

excluded from consideration and (2) to minimize the number of

1
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Telescopes: deep, or 
wide, but not* both

limiting slew
site field of view magnitude time (s) geographic location

Liverpoolab 0.077⇥�0.077⇥ 22 in 120 s 30 28⇥45⇤44.8⇤⇤N, 17⇥52⇤45.2⇤⇤W
Zadkoc 1.4⇥�1.4⇥ 21 in 180 s 20 31⇥21⇤24⇤⇤S, 155⇥42⇤49⇤⇤E

ROTSE III-ad 1.85⇥�1.85⇥ 17.5 in 20 s 4 31⇥16⇤24.1⇤⇤S, 149⇥3⇤40.3⇤⇤E
ROTSE III-bd 1.85⇥�1.85⇥ 17.5 in 20 s 4 23⇥16⇤18⇤⇤S, 16⇥30⇤00⇤⇤E
ROTSE III-cd 1.85⇥�1.85⇥ 17.5 in 20 s 4 36⇥49⇤30⇤⇤N, 30⇥20⇤0⇤⇤E
ROTSE III-dd 1.85⇥�1.85⇥ 17.5 in 20 s 4 30⇥40⇤17.7⇤⇤N, 104⇥1⇤20.1⇤⇤W

TAROTe 1.86⇥�1.86⇥ 17 in 10 s 1.5 43.7522⇥N, 6.9238⇥E
TAROT-Se 1.86⇥�1.86⇥ 17 in 10 s 1.5 29.2608⇥S, 70.7322⇥W
Skymapperf 2.373⇥�2.395⇥ 21.6 in 110 s 31⇥16⇤24⇤⇤S, 149⇥3⇤52⇤⇤E

PTFg 3.5⇥�2.31⇥ 20.6 in 60 s 33⇥21⇤21⇤⇤N, 116⇥51⇤50⇤⇤W
LSSTh 3.5⇥�3.5⇥ 24.5 in 2�15 s 30⇥14⇤39⇤⇤S, 70⇥44⇤57.8⇤⇤W

QUESTi 3.6⇥�4.6⇥ 20.0 in 60 s 33⇥21⇤21⇤⇤N, 116⇥51⇤50⇤⇤W
Pi of the Sky Southjk 20⇥�20⇥ 12.5 in 10 s 60 22⇥57⇤12⇤⇤S, 68⇥10⇤48⇤⇤W
Pi of the Sky Northjk 40⇥�40⇥ 12.5 in 10 s 40 37⇥6⇤14⇤⇤N, 6⇥44⇤3⇤⇤W

Table 1: A very partial list of currently operational or planned ground-based robotic optical telescopes, sorted
by field of view.

References. — aGomboc et al. (2004); bGuidorzi et al. (2006); cCoward et al. (2010); dAkerlof et al. (2003); eKlotz et al.
(2008); fKeller et al. (2007); gLaw et al. (2009); hŽ. Ivezeć et al. (2011); iBaltay et al. (2007); jMalek et al. (2010); kMajcher
et al. (2011);

in so-called direct form by advancing the kernel
one sample point at a time and taking an inner
product with the signal. On the other hand, a
FIR filter with a long, extended kernel is gener-
ally more e⇤ciently implemented using frequency
domain techniques such as the classic overlap-save
algorithm (Numerical Recipes, Press et al. 2007),
which exploits the convolution theorem and the
fast Fourier transform (FFT).

Similarly, if the telescope’s FOV spans su⇤-
ciently little area, then a discretized form of equa-
tion (1) can be e⇤ciently evaluated by subdividing
both the FOV and the GW sky map into pixels,
and for each pointing �i, rotating the pixels in the
kernel and then taking their inner product with
the GW sky map. Transforming just the nonzero
pixels of the kernel results in a substantial compu-
tational speedup; for a ⇥1 deg2 FOV, this reduces
the number of calculations by a factor of the order
⇥/4(180)2 ⇥ 10�5.

If, however, the telescope’s FOV subtends a
large solid angle, then the “direct” algorithm
outlined above will be computationally expen-
sive, with a cost growing as O(npix

2), where npix

is the number of pixels covering the entire unit
sphere. The FFT-based frequency domain tech-
niques for FIR filters also have analogous fast
multipole transform algorithms for functions de-
fined on S2. Considerable study has been devoted
to fast multipole methods because of their util-
ity in solving di�erential equations with approx-
imate spherical symmetry. Example applications
can be found in fields as varied as cosmic mi-
crowave background (CMB) mapping, numerical
astrophysics, mechanical engineering, electrical
engineering, and even the entertainment indus-
try (citations needed).

Anticipating that one approach or the other
might be more computationally e⇤cient for a
given FOV, we implemented both a “direct” point-
ing algorithm and a “multipole” algorithm, de-
scribed below.

3.1.1. “Direct” algorithm

For the “direct” algorithm, it is important that
the sky is divided into patches, or pixels, of equal
area. The pixelization scheme defines a surjective
map from points on the unit sphere to integer pixel

5
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Telescopes: rich variety of 
instruments

• different limiting magnitudes

• different slew times

• different filters

• gaps between CCDs

• dead CCDs

• vignetted or clipped image planes

Telescopes have:

conducted via a fiber optic serial link between the timing board
and a corresponding PCI card in the host computer. The con-
trollers share a common clock so that the exposures and read-
outs of the two controllers are synchronized with each other.
The master camera computer also handles all the nondetector
camera hardware—the shutter, filter changer, temperature
sensors, and calibration LEDs. The camera control software
is custom built for the PTF survey camera, and is based on
panVIEW, the Pixel Acquisition Node (PAN) version of
ArcVIEW (Ashe et al. 2002).

2.7. PTF Observatory Control System and Scheduler

The survey operations are performed robotically by the P48
Observatory Control System (OCS), written in MATLAB. The
OCS is responsible for controlling the camera, filter exchanger,
shutter, telescope, dome, and focuser, on the basis of feedback
information from the scheduling system, the camera and tele-
scope, a weather station, and the data quality monitor (§ 2.8).

The OCS is responsible for sequencing all PTF observations,
starting with the bias frames before sunset, through focus
images, and finally the science images. The PTF scheduler is
responsible for selecting the next target for observation. The
PTF schedule is not predefined; the next target is selected
30–90 s before each exposure starts, during the previous
exposure.

The criteria for selection of the next target include: (1) Sun
altitude; (2) excess in sky brightness due to the Moon, using the
algorithm of Krisciunas & Schaefer (1991); (3) Moon phase;
(4) time needed to move telescope to the next target; (5) time
needed to move dome to the next target; (6) airmass; and
(7) time since the last sequence of observations of this field.
In addition for some programs, such as the 5 day cadences
(§ 3.2), the scheduler is required to optimize the field selection
so that each field is observed twice during the night for asteroid
detection.

These criteria are used to calculate weights for each field, and
the scheduler selects the target with the highest weight for ob-
servation. In order to keep the operations of the scheduler as
simple as possible, most of the weights follow a step function.
An exception is the cadence (time since last observation) weight
(W ) which is of the form

W ! 1" 1

1# expf$%JD" JDl& " ! '=sg
(1)

CCD 00

!=19.1e
  

1.7e /DN

"

"
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"

"
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"
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FIG. 3.—Schematic of the PTF survey camera focal plane (with greatly expanded chip gaps). The HiRho chips (shaded) are high-resistivity silicon with improved red
quantum efficiency (Fig. 4). The read noise and gain is noted for each chip; some chips show relatively high read noise and are being optimized in ongoing work. CCD03
is unresponsive and will be replaced later in the PTF project. Chip gaps are noted in arcseconds, based on on-sky astrometric solutions.
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FIG. 4.—The quantum efficiencies of the nine EPI chips in the CCD array
(solid line) and the three HiRho chips (dashed line). Filter transmission curves
for the two primary PTF survey filters are also shown (filled curves; left, SDSS-
g0; right,Mould-R). The QE curves and Mould-R transmission are adapted from
Cuillandre et al. (2000). See the electronic edition of the PASP for a color ver-
sion of this figure.

PTF: OVERVIEW, PERFORMANCE, AND FIRST RESULTS 1399

2009 PASP, 121:1395–1408

from “The Palomar Transient Factory: system 
overview, performance, and first results,” PASP 
121:1395—1408, December 2009.
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Single telescope problem
• Rotate FOV to γi, multiply by sky map, and integrate → probability of imaging 

source if telescope is pointed at γi

Single Telescope Formulation

Rotate telescope beam b(�) by a rotation r � SO(3). Probability is

penclosed(r) =

�

�⇤S2
b⇥(r�1�)s(�)d�.

Analogous to cross-correlation of functions in the plane. We employ a
fast convolution from⌅⇤ �⇥B. D. Wandelt and K. M. Gòrski, PRD 63, 12, 123002 (2001).

A. J. Speranza (MIT) LIGO-G1100891-v1 August 18, 2011 4 / 16
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s(�) � p(�|gw)bi(�
�1
i ⇥) � p(emi|�i,⇥) pi � p(emi|�i,gw) =

�
s(⇥)bi(�

�1
i ⇥) d�

Kernel/FOV GW sky map “Cross-correlation”

=�

��
i � argmax

�i

p(emi|�i,gw)

• Analogous to a convolution integral

• Maximum of this integral is optimal pointing:
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Fast convolution in HEALPix
• Hierarchical Equal Area isoLatitude PIXelization

• Well-suited for harmonic analysis (isoLatitude)

• Existing tools for C/C++, Fortran, Python, IDL, MATLAB, Java, ...

• Part of the official FITS World Coordinate System (since 2006), so it’s 
readable by many freely available astronomy software packagesGeometric and Algebraic Properties of HEALPix 7

Figure 2: Orthographic view of HEALPix partition of the sphere. Overplot of equator and
meridians illustrates the octahedral symmetry of HEALPix. Light-gray shading shows
one of the eight (four north, and four south) identical polar base-resolution pixels. Dark-
gray shading shows one of the four identical equatorial base-resolution pixels. Moving
clockwise from the upper left panel the grid is hierarchically subdivided with the grid
resolution parameter equal to Nside = 1, 2, 4, 8, and the total number of pixels equal to
Npix = 12⇥N2

side = 12, 48, 192, 768. All pixel centers are located on Nring = 4⇥Nside� 1
rings of constant latitude. Within each panel the areas of all pixels are identical.

among pixels, and to compute e⇤ciently more complex objects, e.g. the Fourier transforms
of individual pixels.

Specific geometrical properties allow HEALPix to support two di�erent numbering
schemes for the pixels, as illustrated in Figure 3.

First, in the RING scheme, one can simply count the pixels moving down from the north
to the south pole along each iso-latitude ring. It is in the RING scheme that Fourier
transforms with spherical harmonics are easy to implement.

Second, in the NESTED scheme, one can arrange the pixel indices in twelve tree structures,
corresponding to base-resolution pixels. Each of those is organised as shown in Fig. 1. This
can easily be implemented since, due to the simple description of pixel boundaries, the
analytical mapping of the HEALPix base-resolution elements (curvilinear quadrilaterals)
into a [0,1]⇥[0,1] square exists. This tree structure allows one to implement e⇤ciently all
applications involving nearest-neighbour searches (Wandelt, Hivon & Górski (1998)), and

HEALPix 2.15a

from Górski et al.  ApJ, 
622:759 – 771, 2005 April 1 

WMAP 7-year survey from 
http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/
media/101080/index.html

http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/media/101080/index.html
http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/media/101080/index.html
http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/media/101080/index.html
http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/media/101080/index.html
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Multiple telescope problem
• With N telescopes, 

optimization problem in 2N 
dimensions.

• Exhaustive search is 
intractible: cost goes as

(pixel area)-N

• Need efficient numerical 
approach
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Noncooperative planner
Every astronomer for him/herself!

http://contentedlymaladaptive.com/2009/12/the-inmate-fightingmating-dance/

Each telescope points 
where it is most likely to 
image the source, regardless 
of what others are doing.

Not very efficient if there 
are many telescopes, but 
works reasonably well if 
coverage is poor.

http://dpinedoblog.blogspot.com/2010/06/focus-on-mission.html
http://dpinedoblog.blogspot.com/2010/06/focus-on-mission.html
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Greedy planner
Gobble up sky map one 
telescope at a time

COORDINATION

IS KEY T O  I M A G I N G  T H E

EARLIEST OPTICAL  

COUNTERPARTS OF 

GW EVENTS

LEO SINGER

LARRY PRICE

ANTONY SPERANZA

LSC-VIRGO FALL 2011
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Anneal planner
Randomly perturb pointings of 
all telescope simultaneously

http://calexis.com/blog/2010/05/24/infinite-monkeys-spell-gazortenflap/

Plug prob. of imaging 
source into good old 
scipy.optimize.anneal!

Use modified “fast 
annealing” schedule of 
L. Ingber (1989).

http://dpinedoblog.blogspot.com/2010/06/focus-on-mission.html
http://dpinedoblog.blogspot.com/2010/06/focus-on-mission.html


BAYESTAR
BAYEsian optimal Search for Transients with 

Autonomous and Robotic telescopes

Parallelized, C/C++/Python 
code for generating optimal 

tilings of the sky for 
coordinated, 

simultaneous optical 
followup of GW candidates.
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Case study
• Low mass inspiral injections into simulated initial LIGO noise

• Sky maps generated with Larry Price’s localization code

• Generate observing plans using noncooperative, greedy, and 
anneal planners

• Use PyNOVAS for checking sun and horizon interference
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Coordination may be important for EM followup!

If we want to image an EM counterpart as soon as possible 
after the GW trigger, coordinating observations by many 

telescopes drastically increases our odds as compared to 
deciding where to point each telescope independent of all of 

the others.
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plots from Singer, Price, and Speranza (in preparation)
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What’s next?
• Efficient use of limited observational 

resources: cannot follow up everything, 
not even all GW candidates

• We have answered where to point, but 
now we want to know when to use what 
telescopes

• For faint counterparts (kilonovas and 
slightly off axis afterglows), can any gain in 
efficiency be had by distributing followup 
over multiple survey telescopes?

• What optical counterparts are we likely to 
see in the advanced GW detector era?

Hendrik J. van Eerten and Andrew I. MacFadyen 2011 ApJ 733 L37 doi:10.1088/2041-8205/733/2/L37
SYNTHETIC OFF-AXIS LIGHT CURVES FOR LOW-ENERGY GAMMA-RAY BURSTS

http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/2041-8205/733/2/L37
http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/2041-8205/733/2/L37
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fin
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CLONE ME

project web page
http://www.lsc-group.phys.uwm.edu/daswg/projects/bayestar.html

git repository
git clone git://ligo-vcs.phys.uwm.edu/bayestar

web repository browser
http://www.lsc-group.phys.uwm.edu/cgit/bayestar/

image from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloning

https://www.lsc-group.phys.uwm.edu/daswg/projects/bayestar.html
https://www.lsc-group.phys.uwm.edu/daswg/projects/bayestar.html
http://www.lsc-group.phys.uwm.edu/cgit/bayestar/
http://www.lsc-group.phys.uwm.edu/cgit/bayestar/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloning

